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+20.35 +1.24% | SHANGHAI 2,549.56
DJIA 23,323.66

-351.98 -1.49%

|

FTSE 6,765.94

RM 5.2 bil

Cawangan ke-21 NSK
dibuka di Bandar
Mahkota Cheras

Business

was the value of
Foreign bond flows
in Malaysia

deal for franchise
programme

Business

7-Eleven Malaysia,
Tiangseri Malaysia ink

Business
Business

LeddarTech, Cailabs
combine technology for
automotive industry

Automotive

was the number of
items decreased in
price after SST
implementation

bankruptcy

Business

291

12.12

Chinese bike-sharing
startup Ofo considering

Recharge: LG and
Samsung take heart as
China flags more open
car battery market
Start-up that turns
cyclists into online
gamers raises $120
million to invest in
esports

Automotive

12 million orders on

E-Commerce

Shopee records

GLOBAL NEWS
Entrepreneurship

Matrade urges SMEs
to capitalise on Msia's
position as trade nation

was the number of
companies that
allowed by
Facebook to access
users personal data

-127.53 -0.60%

+64.35 +0.96%

LOCAL NEWS

150

DID YOU KNOW?

| NIKKEI 20,987.92

-27.09 -1.05%

General

FBMKLCI 1,655.66

India plans levy on

petrol, diesel cars to
boost electric vehicles
demand

Uber loses latest UK

legal bid to block worker
rights for drivers
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